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Question: 23
What is the Puppet equivalent to an Ansible Playbook called?
A. A Puppet Catalog
B. A Puppet Playbook
C. A Puppet Factsheet
D. A Puppet Declaration
E. A Puppet Manifest

Answer: A

Question: 24
Which of the following Ansible tasks copies the file example.txt to a manage system?
A. – rsync: src: example.txt dst: /tmp/example.txt
B. – copy: src: example.txt dest: /tmp/example.txt
C. – retrieve: src: example.txt dest: /tmp/example.txt
D. – cp: source: example.txt dst: /tmp/example.txt
E. – transfer: src: example.txt dest: /tmp/example.txt

Answer: B

Question: 25
What happens when a merge conflict occurs in git? (Choose two correct answers.) A. The conflicting files remain
unchanged in the local repository.
B. Conflict markers are added to the files.
C. A new branch containing the remote changes is created.
D. The affected files are flagged as conflicting.
E. The newest version is placed in the local repository.

Answer: DE

Question: 26
Which Ansible modules can be used to change the contents of a file? (Choose three correct answers.)
A. lineinfile
B. replace
C. patch
D. insert
E. modify

Answer: ABC

Question: 27

The file index.php, which is being maintained in a git repository, was changed locally and contains an error. If the
error has not been committed to the repository yet, which of the following git commands reverts the local copy of
index.php to the latest committed version in the current branch?
A. git lastver – index.php
B. git revert – index.php
C. git checkout – index.php
D. git clean – index.php
E. git repair – index.php

Answer: B
Reference https://git-scm.com/docs/git-revert

Question: 28
Which of the following statements are true about Jenkins? (Choose two correct answers.)
A. Jenkins is specific to Java based applications.
B. Jenkins can delegate tasks to slave nodes.
C. Jenkins only works on local files and cannot use SCM repositories.
D. Jenkins’ functionality is determined by plugins.
E. Jenkins includes a series of integrated testing suites.

Answer: BE

Question: 29
Which of the following git commands is used to manage files in a repository? (Choose two correct answers.)
A. git rm
B. git cp
C. git mv
D. git move
E. git copy

Answer: AC

Question: 30
What implications does container virtualization have for DevOps? (Choose two answers.)
A. Containers decouple the packaging of an application from its infrastructure.
B. Containers require developers to have detailed knowledge of their IT infrastructure.
C. Containers let developers test their software under production conditions.
D. Containers complicate the deployment of software and require early deployment tests.
E. Containers require application specific adjustment to the container platform.

Answer: AC
Reference http://anandmanisankar.com/posts/container-docker-PaaS-microservices/
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